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ULTRA PURE PLUTONIUM-237. 
PRODUCTION AND CHARACTERISTICS 

Yu.Ts.Ogancssian, S.N.Dmilriev, G.V.Buklanov, 
Yu.P.Kharilonov, A.F.Novgorodov, L.I.Salamatin, 
G.Ya.Slarodub, S.V.Shishkin, Yu.V.Yushkevich 

The 2 J 7 P u was obtained in (he reaction 2 3 5 U ( 4 He, 2n) at the high-current 
heavy ion accelerator U-200. 2 3 5 U of the 99,99% isotopic purity was used as a 
target. The dependences of 2 3*Pu, 2 3 7 Pu , 2 3 8 P u yields on the energy of Ihe ion 
beams were studied. Plutonium was isolated from the irradiated target by using 
the anion-exchange chromatography. An additional isotopic enrichment of the 
237|>u w a s с а г г ; С ( ] oUt w nh an electromagnetic mass-separator YASNAPP-2. The 
preparation obtained with 2 3 6 P u / 2 3 7 P u / 2 3 8 P u ratio equal lo 
2 . IO" 7 / ] /<3. IO" 7 (Ifq/Bq) is the purest one among the preparations reported 
to date by different laboratories. The preparation with the above purity is 
practically harmless for the volunteer's organism at the metabolism study in vivo. 

The investigation has been performed al ihc Flerov Laboratory of Nuclear 
Reactions and at the laboratory of Nuclear Problems, JINR. 

Ультрачистый плутоний-237. 
Получение и характеристики 

Ю.Ц.Оганесян и др. 

11лутоний-237 получен в реакции и 5 и ( 4Не, 2п) при облучении мише
ни из высокообогащеиного 2 3 5 U (99,99%; на высокоточном ускорителе 
У-200. Исследована зависимость выхода 2 3 6 Pu, 2 3 7 Pu, 2 3 8 P u от оперши 
4Не. Выделение плутония из облученной мишени проводилось с использо
ванием аннонообменной хроматографии. Дополнительное изотопное обо
гащение 2 i 7 P u проводилось на электромагнитном масс-сепараторе 
ЯСПЛ1111-2. Полученный препарат плутопия-237с отношением активно
стей 2 - ^ P u / ^ 7 P u / ^ P u = 2- IO-Vl /3- JO"7 <Bq/Bq> малнется существен
но более чистым но сравнению с аналогичными препаратами, произведен
ными н других лабораюриях. Препарат указанной чистоты является 
иракт и чески безопасным для организма человека при проведении исследо
ваний метаболизма плутония in vivo. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории ядерных реакций имени Г.Н.Флерова 
и » Лаборатории ядерных проблем ОИЯ11. 
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237 
The considerable interest to the problem of the production of Pu is 

based on the fact that it is the only Pu isotope which answers the medical 
237 

requirements to the metabolism research in vivo. A Pu preparation used 
for injection lo human body must be substantially free from alpha-emitting 
plutonium isotopes. Some works have reported on the methods of preparing 
2 3 7 P u in the following reactions: 2 3 5 U , ( 4 He, 2n) | l — 4 |, 2 3 8 U <4He,4n> |5 |, 
2 3 5 U ( 3 Hc, n) and 2 3 8 U ( 3 He, 4n) |6,7 ]. The purest 2 3 7 P u preparation was 
obtained by Pelevin el al. |4 I at irradiating an enriched U (99,99%) 
target with alpha-particles of 24 McV at the cyclotron U 200 of FLNR. The 
ratios of the Pu isotopes activity (Bq/Bq) in this preparation were 
! .7- 1 0 " s ( 2 3 6 P ; . ' 2 3 7 P u ) and 1.1 • 10~ 4 ( 2 3 s P u / 2 3 7 P u ) . That was a high, but 
insufficient purity. The calculated commitied effective doses (mSv/kBq) for 
Pu isotopes are: 182 ( 2 3 6 P u ) , 0.001 ( 2 3 7 P u ) , 504 ( 2 3 ( l Pu) |8 |, i.e. 1 kBq of 
the above preparation has about 0.060 mSv, from which Pu gives only 1.5%. 

The main goal of this work was the elaboration of the method of 
producing a radiochcmically and isotopically ultra pure Pu prepara
tion. A simple calculation shows that the ratios of the activities of 
2 3 f t P u and 2 3 8 P u to that of the 2 3 7 P u must be less than 1 0 " 6 for the 
effective dose of the Pu preparation to be formed in the main by the 
l' 7 Pu. To achieve this goal the optimal irradiation conditions were deter
mined and an additional enrichment of Pu with a mass-separator was 
used. The initial Pu preparation was produced in 2 3 U ( 4 He, 2n) 
reaction with an enriched Pu (99,993%) target at the cyclotron U-200. 

E x p e r i m e n t a l 

Target preparation and irradiation. The isotopically enriched 
U (99,993%) as an oxide was converted to a nitrate form. The uranyl 

nitrate was spread on the aluminium target block with the cylindrical 
surface, which was then heated to convert the uranium lo the oxide 
form. The thickness of the uranium targets was 1.0 (eight targets) and 
5.0 mg .cm - 2 . The U targets were irradiated in the inner channel of 
the cyclotron U-200 at the 4He-ions energy from 22.0 up lo 26.5 MeV. 

Isolation of Pu from the target. After cooling for 3 days, the irradiated 
uranium targets on aluminium backings were dissolved from the backings 
with the 12 M nitric acid. Plutonium was then reduced lo Pu(IV) with 
a sodium nitrite and the preliminary separation of Pu(lV) f rom uranium 
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was carried out by the lanthunium f luorid method. The sediment was 
dissolved with the 7.5 M H N 0 3 - 0 . 1 M N a N 0 2 solution and the solu
tion containing Pu(IV) was introduced into the anion exchange column 
f i l led with the Dowex I x 8 200/400 mesh resin. The residual uranium, 
the activation and Ihe fission products were eluted from the columns 
with a large volume of 7.5 M U N O , - 0 . 1 M N a N O , solution and then 

wi th 9.0 M HCI . The plulonium fraclion was obtained from Ihe column 
bv elul ion with the 9.0 M HCI - 0 . 1 M N H . I solution. The solution was 

4 
then evaporated to dryness and burnt on a hot-plate unl i l l the decom
position of ammonium iodide. After thai Ihe sediment was dissolved with 
a small volume of the 7.5 H N O 3 - 0 . 1 M K B r O , solut ion, which was 
introduced into a microcolumn f i l led with the Dowex 1x8 200/400 mesh 
resin. The potassium bromale eluled with 9.0 M HCI and plutonium 
was then eluled with a small volume (2—3 drops) of 2.0 M HCI solut ion. 
This solution was used to prepare Ihe sources for the alpha-speclromelric 
analysis and for Ihe production of mass-separator targets. 

Separation of Pit isotopes was carried out with Ihe electromagnetic 
mass-separator ISOL-Fasil i ty YASNAPP-2 of LNP |9 |. The high tem
perature ion source with surface ionization was used. The ionizer is a 
hollow lungslen ampoule (the external diameter is 5 mm, the walls are 
1 mm thick, mass is 6 g) heated by the electron bombardment. The 
ions are extracted through a hole (0.15—0.20 mm in diameter) at the 
end of the ampoule. The parallel monoenergelic ion beam enters the 
analysing magnet, where it is mass-separated and focussed vertically 
and horizontal ly, the dimensions of Ihe ion beam cross section in the 
focal plane of the collector chamber are 1 mm vertically and 2 mm 
horizontal ly. The cathode power of the ionizer is generally 550—650 W. 
The mylar foils (11 mm wide and 50 mm long) were used as collectors. 
The 2 3 5 U and the 2 3 8 U isotopes were used as tracers. 

Alpha and X-ray spectrometry of the Pu preparation were carried out 
before and after Ihe mass separation. 

Before separation. The aliquots from Ihe Pu fracl ion obtained from 
the elution of plulonium by the ion exchange were tested by using a 
Ge(Li) detector of 80 cm (ful l width at the half maximum intensity 
(FWHM) = 3 . 0 keV al 1.33 MeV) and using a Si(Au) surface barrier 

detector of 300 mm with Ihe resolution of about 35 keV. The activity 

of Pu has been calculated from the Np - К X-ray peak intensity. 

the ratios of ihe activities (Bq/Bq> 2 J h P u lo " 7 P u and of 2 , s P u to " 7 P u 
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were calculated from the alpha peak intensities. The value of a total 
alpha-branching of 4,2-10~ %was used (10]. The sources for the alpha 
spectrometry were obtained by the electrodeposilion. 

After separation. The mylar foils after the separation (in analogy 
with the above described) were analyzed by the X-rav spectrometry to 

237 " " 
determine the full activity of Pu. Then the foils were placed into 
special shielding cassettes the bottom of which had a 1 mm wide trans
verse slot. The cassettes were equipped with a device which allowed one 
to move them above the slot. Inside the cassette the foil length was 
scanned by Ge(Li) detector at a step of I mm between the observable 
-spots» of separated U and U. Basing on the results of scanning 

237 the location of the Pu activity maximum was defined (= 2 mm over 
the foil length) which was cut out. The obtained samples of Pu were 
thoroughly investigated using X-ray, gamma and alpha spectrometry. 
Low background Ge-delector of (FWHM = 1.2 keV at 122 keV), Ge(Li)-
delector of 40 cm 3 (FWHM = 3 keV at 1.33 MeV) and Si(Au) detectors 
with the resolution of 35 keV (300 mm2) and 12 keV (7 mm2) were 
used. 

Results and Discussion 

As indicated above the aim of this work is the elaboration of the 
237 

methods of producing the Pu preparation with the ratio 
236p u / 237 p u / 238p u = < i 0 - < y | / < 1 0 - f> (Bq/Bq). Besides, this method 
is to produce high activity ultra pure 2 3 7 P u (at least 100 kBq) to attract 
practical interest. As was shown in the preliminary experiments, the 

-J-I-J ЭТА "У\Я 

average efficiency of separating Pu from Pu and from Pu with 
the YASNAPP-2 mass-separator would be about 8 — I 0 I 0 2 and 
2 -4 -10 2 correspondingly. The separation yield of Pu varied from 20 
to 40%. 

With the account of the above requirements and the mass-separator 
possibilities, the conditions of the uranium target irradiation are to ensu
re the production of the Pu preparation with a high yield and with 
the ratios 2 3 P u / 2 3 7 P u and 2 3 ) i P u / 2 3 7 P u of about I 0~ 4 (Bq/Bq). 

8 



Tabic I. The results of larget irradiation 

Targcl Knergv of ion 2.17., 
Гц 

« " | . u / ' « ' p u A , " P u / 2 3 ' l ' u 
MeV kl)q Bq/Hq Bq/Bq 

U — 1 22.0 5.0 I0" 3 

8.5-10" 4 

L —2 22.4 l t .O КГ ' 6 .0 - tO" 4 

1 - 3 23.5 У.0 1.0 10 " 4 2.5-10~ 4 

L - 4 24.0 27.5 I . 6 I 0 " 4 2.0-10" 4 

U—5 24.5 32.5 2.0- IO~ 4 1.5 1 0 " 

1 . - 6 25.2 37.5 3.4 10~ 4 I . 4 I 0 " 4 

L —7 25.8 35.0 2 .510"" 4 2.5-10"" 

U - 8 26.5 38.0 7.5 10~ 3 3.0-10~ 4 

The experimental results given in Table I show the activity of 
Pu and the above ratios in the uranium targets. The total charge of 

the ions for each target was of about 2.0-10 fiC. 

As can be seen for the I mg-cm - uranium targets the maximum 
activity of Pu was observed at the He-ions energy from 24.0 to 
26.5 MeV (targets U4—U8). As was indicated above we used a target 
block with a cylindrical surface. In this case the calculation of the 

Pu yield per 1 mg of the U is difficult since the exact data about 
the change of ihe incident angle of the beam to the targets surface are 
absent. 

The targets VI— U8 were irradiated, however, in identical conditions 
and, thus, Ihe results obtained for the targets U4—U8 indicate that 
= 24.0 MeV is ihe lower end-point energy for producing the high activity 
""Pu. The ratios of the activities (Bq/Bq) of the 2 3 6 Pu and 2 3 1 iPu to 
" Pu. which satisfied the above requirements were observed in the 

energy range of 23.5—25.2 MeV. With the account of these results, the 
energy range 24.5—25.0 MeV was chosen for the production of the 

7Pu for the mass-separation. 
The " 3 ; > l <Q0.Q93%.> target 5 mg-cm - 2 was irradiated with 4He-ions 

with (he initial energy of 25 MeV at the ion-beam current of about 
30 uA during 70 hours. The activity of the Pu in the solution after 
the first anion-exchange column was about 1.5 MBq and the ratio of 
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fable 2. Energy and relative intensity of u-line ~' , 7 ! \ i-preparation 

1 

Ciumt Intensity Г',','/,',) 
(Suit l-KRl 

1 

" ' 1 4 . 
1. 5654.6 2729 

2. 5614.6 2619 

3. 5562.8 1031 

4. 5354.7 2012 

5. 5334.0 15825 

6. 5300.4 4764 

7. 5256.7 949 

8. 5150.8 3784 

9. 5086.3 287 

7.8 0.2 | 
18.3 !• 5 

7.5 0.2 

2.9 0.1 

5.7 0.2 

45.1 0.6 64.1 * I.I 

13.6 0.3 

2.7 0.1 

10.8 0.2 

0.8 0.1 97?,, 

2« 

10. 5370.0 260 

11. 5220.0 243 

12. 5205.0 213 

13. 5190.0 136 

14. 5173.0 119 

15. 5018.0 78 

0.7 

0.7 

0.6 

0.4 

0.3 

C2 3% 

3 
Pu—238 + Cu2377 

5498.6 328 

5448.3 67 1.1% 

4 
l>u—236 

5767.6 109 

5718.1 29 0.4% 

2* — Estimated value 

Pu isotopes was 1.6-10" 4 ( 2 3 6 Pu/ 2 3 7 Pu) and 1.3-I0~4 ( 2 3 8 P u / 2 3 7 P u ) . 
After the final anion-exchange column the solution with the activity of 
1.2 MBq was obtained. 

Two sources with the activity of about 500 kBq each were prepared 
for the mass-separation. Subsequently two mylar foils were obtained af
ter the separation. The activity of each foil was about 200 kBq, i.e. the 
separalion yield of 2 3 7 Pu was =40%. The foils were scanned by the 
X-ray spectrometry as was described in the experimental part and sam-

10 
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237 
pies of Pu (pieces of the foils, 2 mm long) were obtained. The activity 
of each sample was about 150 kBq. These samples were carefully tested 
by using Ge, Ge(Li) and Si(Au) detectors. The X-ray and gamma spect
rum of Pu preparation are given in Figs. 1,2. The ratio of Pu isotopes 
was 2 1 0 ~ 7 ( 2 3 f t P u / 2 3 7 P u ) and 3- IfT 7 ( 2 3 X Pu/ 2 3 7 Pu) . 

It should be noted that the determination of the ratios of the plu-
tonium isotope activities was carried out by direct measurements of the 
alpha-spectra. At using a low background Si<Au) detector of 300 mm 
with a resolution of 35 keV the measurement time to obtain the statistics 
necessary for the calculation of isolopic ratio (~ n-10 counts) was from 
1 to 4 hr. The analysis of the alpha spectra of the ultra pure Pu 
showed that the number of alpha lines and especially of their relative 
intensities differ essentially from the data reported before 111 |. For 

237 
more correct determination, the sample of the ultra pure ' Pu with an 
activity of 140 kBq was tested using a low background Si(Au) detector 
of 7 mm with a resolution of 12 keV. The resulting speclrum obtained 
at the 70 hr measurement is given in Fig.3. The value of the energy 
and the relative intensity normalized over the sum of all the Pu alpha 
lines is given in Table 2. This Pu sample was remeasurcd 45 days 
Liter. The absolute intensities of all the alpha line given in Table 2 for 
Ihe Pu were decreased approximately twofold, the relative intensities 
remained constant. 

Conclusion 

A techniques for producing radiochemical^ and iiiotopically ultra pure 
Pu was developed. The optimal conditions for irradiating the U 

(99,993%) targets at ihe cyclotron U-200 and for the subsequent sepa
ration of the Pu isotopes by the electromagnetic mass-separator 
YASNAPP-2 were determined. 

The 2 3 7 Pu preparation obtained with 2 3 6 P u / 2 3 7 P u / 2 3 8 P u ratio equal 
to 2-10 / l / < 3-10 (Bq/Bq) is the purest one among the prepara
tions reported to date by different Laboratories. The effective dose of 
this preparations is only 0.0012 mSv/kBq, which is practically equal to 
that of the monoisotopic Pu. The preparation with Ihe above ratio of 
the alpha-active Pu isotopes is practically harmless for Ihe volunteer's 
organism at the metabolism study. 
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This * ' , 7 Pu preparation (about - 1 0 0 kBip was passed over to the 
Harwell Biochemical Research Department (Harwell U iborator \ . UK) 
for a inciaboli.MH Mudv. 
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Краткие смбщсния ОИЯИ №5(561-92 ЛЫК Rapid Communications No.5/56J-92 
УДК 51-7-73:537 

DESIGNING OF THE MAGNETIC SYSTEM 
BY THE SOLUTION OF INVERSE PROBLEM 
E . P . Z h i d k o v , S . L i m a , R . V . P o l y a k o v a , l . P . Y u d i n 

In this paper ihe problem of searching for the design of the magnetic system 
for creation of a magnetic field with the required characteristics in the given area 
is solved. On the basis of the analysis of the mathematical model of the magnetic 
system rather a general approach is proposed to rhe solving of ihe inverse problem, 
which is writien by the Frcdholm equalion: 

//(z) = / J(s)G(z,s)d\, zSU, s&S, 

where J(s) is a distributed density function of current in the system, G(zt 5) is a 
Green function, ti>o. analytical form of the function depending on the current 
source geometry and on z poinl, falling into the definition area of field / / . It was 
necessary to define the current density distribution function J(s) and the existing 
winding geometry for creation of a required magnetic field. It is known that such 
problems are incorrect ones. In the paper a method of solving those by means of 
regularized iterative processes is proposed. On the base of the concrete magnetic 
system we perform Ihe numerical study of influence of different factors on the 
character of the magnclic field being designed. 

The investigation has been performed at the laboratory of Computing Tech
niques and Automation, JINR. 

Конструирование магнитной системы 
при помощи решения обратной задачи магнитостатики 

Е.П.Жидков и др. 
В данной работе решаете» задача поиска конструкции магнитной сис

темы дли создания магнитного поли с требуемыми характеристиками н 
заданной области. На основе анализа математической модели магнитной 
системы предлагается достаточно общий подход к решению нелинейной 
обратной задачи, которая описывается уравнением Фрсдгольма: 

где J(s) — функция распределения плотности тока н системе, G(z, s) — 
функции Грина, аналитический вид которой зависит от геометрии источ
ников тока и от точки г, принадлежащей области определения поля Н. 
Необходимо определить распределение плотности тока J(s)% а также рас
становку источников тока для создания поля /Л Известно, что такие задачи 
относятся к классу некорректных задач. В работе предлагается метод реше
ния этих задаче помощьюрегуляризованиых итерационных процессов. На 
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примере конкретной магнитной системы проводится численное исследова
ние влияния различных факторов на характер создаваемого магнитного 
ноля. 

Работа выполнена и Лаборатории вычислительной техники и автомати
зации о и я и 

1. Introduction 

When designing magnetic system, it is necessary to solve the inverse 
problem, that is, via a given magnetic field to define current parameters, 
or its geometrical characteristics, or all that simultaneously. 

The definition of the beam density distribution in the magnetic sys
tem, in which the geometry is known, is a linear inverse problem for 
the given fk-ld. 

When the required field must be created with the help of conductors, 
in which the value of the curent varies similar to the coordinates of 
their position, providing the current in all the conductors is the same, 
we come to the solving of the inverse problem. 

In this paper we consider the construction of a mathematical model 
of the magnetic system for this kind of the problem and the methods 
and numerical algorithms for their solution by using the Tikhonov regu-
larization methods. 

Because a magnetic field is supposed to be given by one of its 
(H , H , H ) components depending on a specific problem, so further H 

x у z 
sample will be used for notation. 

2. Mathematical Model 
of the Magnetic System 

Let in a region U with the help of the sources of current, distributed 
in the region 5. a field H should be created with the given characteristics 
(for example, the whole homogeneous field in the region U). It is known 
11 ) that the field in any point z of set V is defined by the expression 

H(z) = f J(s) G (z, s) ds, zGU, s S S , (1) 

where J(s) is a distributed density function of the current in the system, 
G (z. s) is a Green function, that analytically depends both on the geo
metry of the source of the magnetic system and on the point z e f/. 
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The inverse problem, namely, a definition over the given density of 
distribution of current in the magnetic system with the known geometry, 
is a linear inverse problem (model 1). 

Then the mathematical problem reduces to the solution of the Fred-
holm linear integral equation of the first order with unknown function 
J(s). 

If the composition of the magnetic field includes not only variant 
density of current and arrangement source of current, then we must 
solve the nonlinear inverse problem (model 2) with unknown J(s) and 
ses. 

3. Method of Solution 
of the Inverse Problem (Model 1) 

It is known that the problem of solution of the first order Fredholm 
integral equation (I) is related to the non-correct defined class of the 
problems, because the large changing in the J(s) solution can correspond 
to the small changing of the input data H(z). To obtain a stable solution 
of the non-correct defined problem, A.N.Tikhonov developed a regu
larized algorithm |2)—(4 j . 

Here we will use the second order method of a rcgularization in order 
to solve the problem. 

For this, we construct a smooth parametric functional 

F" |/(s), H(z) 1 = Ф I/O), H{z) | + a Q \J(s) I, (2) 

where 
Ф V(s), H(z) 1 = fv [H(z) - fs/(s) G(z,s) ds l 2 dz <3> 

is the quadratic deviation of the operator Л [z, J(s) ] = 
= f J(s) G (z, s) ds of function #(z), and 

Q\J(s)\ = fsJ2(s)ds (4) 

is the rcgularizational functional, or a stable one, and a is a numeric 
parameter of the regularizalion (a>0). 

Theorem I. For any function tf(z) G L2 and for any a > 0 there exists 

one and only one 2(n + 1) differential function J^(s), which realizes 
the minimum of the smooth functional f" \J(s), H(z) |, of the form (2). 
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Theorem 2. If H(z) = Л\z, J(s) |, J(s) e C ( " + ' \ then for any t > 0 and 
auxi l iary values 0 < y. < y, there exists Л {e, у ;' , J) so that, if 

1. - I I Пл ( r ) - */ /<;) I I , < d, where RA(z) e £ 2 ; 

2. - a = « (d) has the order д ; 

3- - > ' . s ; r ( 3 ) s > ' 2 -
then У '̂ f (v) is a minimum of / ^ |7"(.v). ff4 (z) | and 

I l / ( н ( N ) ( , ) - У* ( N ) ( " | I < r , .v 6 5 , / = I, 2 и 

with *<da{r,yrYrJ). 

For this theorem we inference that there exists a function / ' , that 

n 
is a minimum of funclional f" in Ihc form (2) which reduces to Ihc 

solution of the equation (1) J(s). The complete demonstration of this 

and other conditions one finds in |4 |. 
When applying the rcgularizalion method, the selection of parameter 

a is one of the main problems. 
The point is thai not always for the obtained smooth solution the 

discrepancy principle is being ful f i l led, i.e. there exists the inequality 
I l # j - H'\ I sd. (5) 

where д is precision of (he approximate input data H^, H* is the precise 

value of the input data. 
In practice, for the solution of the non-correct problem it is necessary 

to f ind the solut ion, that satisfies the required precision. In |51 
V.A.Morozov suggested, as the main quality cr i ter ia, to select the regu-
larizalion parameter of the deflection principle. 

Discrepancy Principle. Set any 0 < A < 6 and any 0 < A < Л 0 wi th con

di t ion 

X ( A , < W ) = ( I I V - < l y l l 0 + Л) x ( I + / 3 ( d , A ) ) l / 2 < I I . V - # , 1 1 0 . 

where p (d, h) is a positive function, such that l i m , , ^ /3 (d, h) = 0, and 

/ ' is the solution obtained for Ihc minimum of funclional f" (J, H). 
Then there exists al leasl one value of the regularizalion parameter 

a =cx(d, A ) > 0 , so thai 

Pih{« <A Л)) = * 2 (Л, <J, У), 
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and 

4. Numerical Algorithm for the Solution 
of the Problem of Model I 

(6) 

In the expression (2), if presenting the integral in the form of sums 
wc obtain 

N Г М " , 2 

M 

( = 1 

where N is a number of points from the set U, M is a number of points 
from the set 5, M s N and K.. = f G(z., s) c/.v. 

i 

Suppose Д.<г. = As = const, Az. = Az = const. 

The condition of the minimum of the functional f" is 

(7) 

Taking into account (6), we obtain 
N N M 

/ j = 1 / = I i = I 

/ = 1 *- M. (8) 
In such a way we have a system M linear algebraic equations with 

the unknowns N of the / . form: 

M N N 
2 Ji 2 KljKijAz + aJlAs= 2 H.K^Az, 1= I + M. <0) 

i = I У = 1 / = I 

Supposing a A s = a' A z, we obtain 
M N N 
2 ^ 2 КцКц +a4tAs= 2 HjK,r l-l+M. (10) 

i = I / = I / = I 
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Obviously, a' serves the meaning of arbitrary coefficient a, therefore 
the system of equations for J. we can write finally definitively in the 
form 

м N N 

I J, 2 KVK + « / , = £ HjK0, / = 1 +M. (11) 
I = I / = 1 j = 1 

If the magnetic system is a discrete set of coils, then the field 
H(z) in any point z e U is defined in the following way: 

м 
"W= 2 ', J* с<г-*)<**• (12) 

i = i . 

where M is a number of coils, / . is the current density in the i-lh coil, 
As. is the selection of the i-th coil. 

Having solved the system of equations (II), we obtain a discrete set 
J., 1= 1+ M, that is a solulion of the problem (1). Similar to that, we 
define the distribution of the current density in the magnetic system 
for creation of field H(z), j= I -s- N, z.G U. 

5. Particular Case of the Mathematical Mode! 2 

Let in some region S with a disposition M of conductors with the 
same current /Q, the field H be created. 

In the system #(z), z e U we have 
л/ 

W ( « ) - / 0 2 G(srz), (13) 
i = 1 

where G(sj z) is the Green function for the i-th conductor. 
Both a current / Q and the coordinates s( of the conductors, which 

would provide the given field H(z), z G U in a best way, should be 
defined. 

The function G(s. z) is usually a nonlinear one concerning the co
ordinate of the conductors .v., therefore the analysed problem is a non
linear inverse problem. 

Additional difficulty in the solving of the inverse problem is the res
triction in the parameters |61. However in any particular case one can 
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efficiently find a solution for the given condition of the problem. Let 
us consider this case. 

Let a parameter of the conductors disposition in the region S be only 
one coordinale, for example x, the region of disposition of the con
ductors in the axis x being known, x] < x. < xT 

Then the equation (13) will have the form: 

M 
" W = 'o 2 G (*,. *), * e l/, *, s *, s xr <14) 

:'= 1 

We must define / „ , x. to create the field H(z), z В U, in the magnetic 
system. The problem (14) is a non-linear inverse problem. 

6. Numeric Algor i thm of the Solution 
of the Problem in Model 2 

The solution of the problem (14) was divided into two steps. In the 
first step, the current density in the iwislcrs is continuously distributed 
in the range of the given problem. The equation (13) has the form 

H(z) = J J(x)G(x,z)dx. 
x\ 

This problem and the algorithm of its solution was analysed in the 
points 2, 3. To select the solution J"(x), (a is the regularization para
meter) we calculate the following conditions of the problem: 

1. The precision of (he calculation of H(z) cannot be worse lhan the 
required precision of the magnetic field in (he created magnetic system; 

2. For all permissible interval | * . , x 2 l , a function J"(x) must keep 
the sign; 

3. I/*(*)I — * dm ' s ' ^ P c r m ' s s ' b l e current density. 

Suppose, that there exists a continuous solution / ' ( * ) , that satisfies 
all three conditions. 

In the second step, we divide the interval |.v. , .x 2 l in M subintervals 

l.v',,4), i = I - M . 
Then 

H(z) = 2 / / A * ) G (.v, z) dx, zfEU. U 5 ) 
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For each subinlerval | .* ' , , . t ' 2 | , the conditions of the theorems about 

the mean value (as function J"(x) was chosen) are satisfied, therefore 

//(;,.) = J ^(V:, zj) J \ ' f'[x)dx, J=l+N, (16) 
/ = l 

where Л' is a number of points in the region U, in whi rh field H is 

analysed, \J. is a point in the i-th intervals. The l imits л'., л' were 

chosen in order to 
> t* i 

/ , J"(x),/x = / „ , J'\x)iix = /.,, i.e., 

/ ' J'l(x),/x 
'o = M 

then 
м 

I 
i = i 

"<*,) = '<> 2 G^rz?-

(17) 

(IS) 

Obviouslv, for different z. there exists its point xJ., but based on the 

theorem of the mean values it always is in the intervals | Л | , л ' 2 | . This 

means that unknown coordinate x. is too in the i- lh interval and it is 

defined from the condition of minimum of the functional 

l 2 

3.v. ~ Л , 
' / = i 

fjj"(x)G(x.zpdx-I0GixrzJ) 

fj f'(x)G(x,ipdx-l0G(xrzj) 

0G(x., z.) 

(19) 

О.*. 
: 0 . 

x\ < .v. < .v2 
(20) 
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of Ihc winding; b — one of the possible real SP confi
gurations 
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Then the solution of the problem is reduced to the solving of M 
sequential nonlinear equations in the form (20) with one unknown, mo
reover, the limits of the existence of the solution are known. 

Note that we have analyzed the algorithms for creating a magnetic 
system with infinite thin conductor. 

It's easy to demonstrate thai for the finite size of the conductor the 
algorithms completely keep, only in this case the Green function goes 
under the sign of integration by the section of the conductor. 

When the permissible geometrical region of arranging the conductor 
defines as the nonlinear one, the density does not involve particular 
difficulties, too, and can be described by the similar algorithm. 

7. Example of a Numerical 
Calculation of Real Magnetic System 

Let us see an example of practically developed application of the algo
rithm to create non-metallic superconductor (SP) of the bipolar magnet, 
that was composed by triangular winding of excitement (its geometry 
is shown in Fig. 1). 

From Fig. 1 it is obvious that the magnetic system was composed by 
triangular winding and it has a perimeter dimension of the aperture of 
magnet. 

Using the developed numerical algorithm for the nonlinear inverse 
solution we calculate the mathematical model of the system, with a 
homogeneous field in which 80% of the aperture represent 
10~5 + 10~6 for the magnitude of file 4—5. 

The mathematical problem was set in the following mode. 
Let in some region (see Fig. I a) an homogeneous field Я(г), z ef/ be 

created, using an arrangement M of the conductors of the triangular 
section in the given limited region S with condition that the current 
/ ( ) for all conductors is the same. For this magnetic system 

M (7\\ 
"(z) = 'o 2 c (-V *), *, e s, z e i/. 

/ • = 1 

In Descartes system of coordinates x. = \x., y.\, z = \x, y\ 
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M=46 

- J ' ' Fig.2 a, b. The continuous distribulion J"(s) and the approximation J"(s) of the 
constant subinterval function «blocks» 
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v -v. + b (-v 

G{y,z) = =f In — 
1 (v • 

.v. + a)2 + ( v - v. + b)2 

x, - „)2 + (.v - v. + Л)2 

(22) 

b (x 
- I n — 

x.-u)2 + (y-y.-b)2 

(.v - .v. + a)2 + (y - y. - b)2 

+ (.v - x. + a) x 

+ (.v - .v. - a) X 

x - x. + a x. + u\ 
mbjZJTh-brtgj^^-

arctg-
v. + b - arctg -

where a is the half-dimension of the tire along x, is (he half-dimension 
of the tire along v, is the Green function for the tr iangular t ire in the 
Descartes system of coordinates 11 |. 

= N + N . 
v у 

/V. is the number of the creep tire of axis .v, N . is the number of the 

creep tire of axis y, or 
* 

;= i 

к is the number of the winding blocks, and N, is the number of the 

creeps in the l - lh blocks. 

We must define not only /.,, but undelermine the block configuration 

that forms the homogeneous field H(z) for every point z e U with a 

precision non less 1 0 " ' - 10" . 

In Fig.2 continuous distr ibution J", and J" for M = 48 creep and the 

approximation of its continuous «blocks» function for each subinlerval 
are given. 

The Table contains the numerical calculation for the optimal variant 
of the magnet, an in F ig . lb the scheme of this magnet is presented. 

8. C o n c l u s i o n 

I. In this paper we analyze the method of solving the nonlinear i n 
verse problems which are necessary for the description of the mathe
matical model of magnetic system of some class. 
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JTW=*-*swes*'*;=3es..iieeKrwv- * 

Table. Values of Ihe coordinate of this «blocks'- center for x and y, given by the best related precision of lower harmonics 
in the homogenous field // 

x = cosnt = 3.8 у = const = 3.8 

Ny 

N4 

>'• У2 >'i /v. 

N4 

/V| 

Л1 XI XI 
Averaged related precision 

of ihe lower harmonies 

20 
10 
5 
5 

0.509 1.5972 2.8588 9 
6 
2 
1 

1.0017 2.2937 3.1406 0 . 3 x l O - , 4 0 . 5 x l O _ 6 

20 
12 
8 0.8421 2.6494 9 

6 
2 
1 

1.6024 2.2468 3.225 0.9xlO~ 5 +0.45xlO~ 6 



2. The developed numerical algorithm, based on the method of regu-
larizalion of the solution of non-correct problems with restrictions in 
the searched parameters, is reduced to the nonlinear type of problem 
(14) for the solution of M sequential nonlinear equations with one in
cognita. It permits one to avoid difficulties, related to the solution of 
the system of the nonlinear equations. This solution is frequently redu
ced to the inverse problem. 

3. To realize the proposed method in a computer a numerical algo
rithm was developed and a Fortran programs package was written. 

4. Using this complex program, some practical problems |7J, IS I were 
solved, one of those was analyzed as an example in section 7. 

5. The results of the numerical modeling of some real system were 
used for designing and creating the supperconducting accelerator of High 
Energy Laboratory, JINR. 
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Краткие сообщении М^/ЛбУ-92 JfXR Rapid Crimiminii'aliuiis .\'a.5/S6j-9J 
УДК 539.12....162.3 

NEW EFFECTIVE M A S S IN ADIABATIC APPROACH FOR T H E 
M U O N I C THREE-BODY PROBLEM 

I.V.Puzynin, T.P.Puzynina, Yu.S.Smirnov, S.l.Vinitsky 

The method for the construction c/ the adiabatic equation describing the 
discrete and continuous spectra of the mesic molecule systems by means of the 
generalization of the concept of the effective mass is presented. 

The investigation has been performed at the laboratory of Computing Tech • 
niqucs and Automation, JINR. 

Новая эффективная масса в адиабатическом подходе 
для мюонной задачи трех тел 

И.В.Пузынин, Т.П.Пузынина, Ю.С.Смирнов, 
С.И.Зиницкий 

Предложен метод построения адиабатическою уравнении .тля описания 
дискретного и непрерывного спектров меломолекулмрных систем путем 
обобщения понятия эффективной массы. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории вычислительной тех пики и автомати
зации о и я и . 

In this work we discuss our numerical experiments on calculating the 
energy levels of mcsic molecules and mesic atoms cross sections in the 
framework of some adiabatic approaches. The performed analysis, first, has 
to explain the known disagreements between adiabatic and variational 
calculations of the energy levels of the weakly bound states of ddfi and dtft 
molecules and, second, to give the basis for the construction of new effective 
adiabatic equations describing adequately both discrete and continuous 
spectra of mesic molecular systems. We called the above disagreement «the 
white hole» in the history of /ucF theory [1 |. Lei us remember this 
disagreement. In 1984 wc obtained the following values of the weakly bound 
states energy in the three-body adiabatic representation 

-tu(ddn) -eu(dtft) 
1.956+0.001 (cV) 0.656±0.00l (eV). 
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V/i. им.'. "Я v lies of the two centers problem, in particular , 52 states 
см li'-: r i s e tc spectrum and 832 stales of the continuous one. Our adia-
S.itic r-.ul'.j have stimulated the direct variational calculations | 2 | . How-
' . w <• in our variational calculations we obtained the more accurate 
>'.llue:> 

-«• , ! (dd/i) - f , , (dlfl) 
1.97475 (eV) 0.6600 (eV). 

In these calculations |3 | we used about 2660 variational functions. 
Since up to now we have «a monopoly» in adiabalic calculations of the 
binding states of mesic molecules, we suggest the explanation of the 
disagreements mentioned above. We think that this will be useful for 
the correct applications of adiabatic approaches in the muonic three-body 
scattering problem and other problems. 

The adiabalic representation |4 | is based on the expansion of the 
Shroedinger three-body wave function Ч'(Д, г) over a complete set of 
two center problem solutions 

Ч'(Л. 7) = | Ф, <f. R) R" \ (Л). < • > 
/' 

Using formally the Kantorovich method for reducing a partial 
differential equation to a set of ordinary ones we obtain the infinite 
system of radial equations 

,2 
~ + 1ME U..(R) 
JR2 

Here 

< (R) = 2ME, (*) + £ + Hf <*) + • / ( / + l )

2 - 2 ^ . 

We have proposed the boundary conditions of radial wave functions 
for bound states and the scattering problem, which allows the same 
treatment for both problems as a nonlinear functional equation. For 
solving this equation we have constructed a new numerical method |2 |, 
that is a generalization of the continuous Newton method. 

xf(R) ^ у(Л)Х/Л). 
(2) 
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l : ig. I. The radial wave functions I — 
X i " for the open and 2 — x(." for the 
closed channels in the reaction of the 
resonant scattering ('/ ')„ = ! + </ '* 
-* ( ',")„=! + ' ' w i , n orbital momentum 
J = I 

Our first adiabatic 
calculations were performed in 
the two level approximation. In 
1975 first we obtained the qua-
sy-stalionary slate of the cflfi 

molecule with the total orbital momentum J = 1 and M = 10.894 (in 
this unils of reduced mass m* = 202.024m ). For this mass we found 

<• 

the energy 

-s = E = 0.68 eV (Я s £ - £,(00)) 

and the width 
Г = 10.87 eV. 

The radial wave functions x^ (R) f ° r , n c ° P c n channel and 

X(J^ (Л) for the closed channel in the case of the elastic scattering 

('/<),,. + <1 - ( ' / ' ) , , + '/ 

are displayed in f ig.I. 
This result however was not 

> r published in ref. |5). Now we 
'( have reproduced the transfor-
> malion of this state to the 
s weakly bound state when the 

l-'ig. 2. The dependence of the energy / ; 
<eV) and width Г <cV> of the dt/i -mesic 
molecule U = I , v = I) on the ellective 
mass M 
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l-'ig. 3. The radial wave functions I — 
X\" and 2 — x i " f"i" Ihe У = I and 
the /его collision energy r = 0 
,(//О л = , + < / - ( * 0 „ . i + rf 

effective mass M increases as 
parameter. 

Figure 2 shows the depend
ence of the energy E and Ihe 
width Г on such a mass. For ihe 
mass value M ~ 11.01 we have 
the slate with the zero energy 
and the zero width. The radial 
functions of such case arc 
presented in fig.3. The function 
1 of the open channel is decreasing slowly in comparison with the 
function 2 of the closed channel. As the mass M increases, the dtfd 
system is transferred lo Ihe bound stale. For the value M= 11.12 eV 
we have oblained the «symmetrical» value of Ihe energy E = —0.68 eV. 
Therefore we can expect thai the weakly bound stale ( / = 1, v= 1) 
exists and the value of the binding energy is similar to this one if we 
l;>ke into account all the non-adiabatic corrections to Ihe energy level. 
Indeed, our adiabatic and variational results are near lo this value. We 
have Ihe function E = E(M) and we can find for Ihe «exact» value 
E= -0.66 cV the corresponding value of Ihe effective mass M = 11.11. 
The radial functions of Ihis state are presented in fig.4. 

Thus wc have reproduced the 
variational energy level by . . x 
choosing the effective mass M 
in the two level adiabatic appro
ximation. 

We have performed Ihe cal
culations of the cross-section of 
the reaction 

I'ig. 4. The radial wave functions I — 
jr(') and 2 — j ^ ' l of the bound state 
U - I , v= 1) of the rff/i-mesic mole
cule 
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a'„(1Cr 2°cm !) 

Energy(eV) 

l :ig. 5. Parlial clcastic scattering cross 
sections of //«-atoms on deuterium nuclei 

using corresponding value of M. 
Our results of calculating partial 
(a..) and total (a ) elastic 
scattering cross sections of щ -
aloms on deuterium nuclei d 
(see figs.5,6) agree with other 
multichannel calculations |61 
and reproduce the known form 
resonance for J = 3 and 
£ = 21 eV. The radial wave 

x\ corresponding to the reactions 

functions x 

№,, + л 

( i ) W and 

and 
(df4)u + / ~ tf + f » 

are presented in figs.7—8. 
A natural generalization of effective mass as a variable parameter 

appeared in the new effective 
two level approximation when 
we take into account non-adia-
batic corrections truly. We have 
obtained them by means of a 
canonical operator transformati
on T =T(R,cl/clR). This trans
formation excludes nondiagonal 
terms in the right-hand side of 
the equation (2), including the 
operator terms 2Q(R) dldR. 
Thus, the above transformation 

,(10 cm' ) 

1д| d l/i + d 

0 0 \--rvn 
0 001 1 0 Fig. 6. Total cleaslic scattering cross sec-

Energy(eV) lions of (/(-atoms on deuterium nuclei 
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Fig. 7. The radial wave functions 
1 - v Y 1 and 2 — v y i for Ihe 
/ = 0 corresponding to the scattering 
process ( ( H ) + d with two open 
channels at the collision energy 
H - 0.3 eV (ahovc the second thre
shold) 

^ ooo • 

soo too.o 150.0 200 0 

l ; ig. H. 'I'he radial wave Functions 
I — vV a n d 2 — VV <"' "™ 
/ = 0 corresponding to the scattering 
process (dft) + f with two open 
channels at Ihe s'ame collision energy 
t: = 0.3 eV 

" ^ - 0 00 ^ - -

is the generalization of Ihe known Best Adiabatic Approximation |7 |. 
Finally wc have obtained Ihe new system of equations 

(dMfr ' W - f l -dM\2Q(R, M)^= + V(R, M) | + /72} X (Л, Р) = 0. ( 3 ) 

dR' 'dR 

Here /7 = 2Mt is the matrix of channel momenta, 

Q(R, M) = Q(R) + (2М)- 'дд(Л) , 

V(R, M) = V(R, M) + (2M)~l&V(R) 
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I'ig. 9. The behaviour of lhi' matrix ek' 
mails Q<H) ri'laling in lonimunus bpi'drum 

are the new potentials; 

ft~\R)= I + ( 2 / W ) ~ 4 < _ ' ( « ) 

is the new effective mass de
pending on R and satisfying the 
asymptotic condition 

rW/,~'(/?)-* I ( 4 ) 

if R -» oo. Note, that дМ = Ml M is the matrix of corrections between 
the Jacobi M and the adiabatic M masses; 

ОС 

are diagonal corrections to unit. The relation (5) is valid only if the 
sum is complete. Since in the calculations this sum has a finite number 
of terms, the relation (4) is not valid exactly. 

On the other hand we have the approximate relation 

л - ' ( о о ) = 1 - ( 2 W ) _ 1 j = 0.973 ( 6 > 

(2M) _ I =0.05339 (exactly for dd/i). 

If we use only the finite number of stales of the continuous spectrum, 
then we have the following value 

/Г-'(оо) = | - (2M)"'0.28 = 0.985. ( 7 ) 

We explain this fact by the specific behaviour of the matrix elements 
relating to the continuous spectrum, This behaviour is schematically 
shown in fig.9. 

Therefore if / is fixed and R -» •», the contribution of the continuous 
spectrum is lost in formula (<J) since it is a locally incomplete set. 

Ao a result we have 

Ц м " , ( » ) - / 7 , ( о о ) ) / / ) - | ( » ) | = |%. 

1 = 2 
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I i|! К) lh:'in-ss .siviinn n',', (К)- 1 ' 1 i-m-i 
fiw riMctum рч (/ - 0) 4 p ~* 
• ptt (/•• - 0 ) + f>. » - ','i 

The relative difference between 
variational and adiabatic results 
is also about 1 % for both tltlu 
and dtu weakly bound slates. 

The simplest variant of the 
proposed approach consists in 
using the relation (4) on whole 
interval 0 < R < °°. 

Then we obtain a two level ap
proximation 

o°,,(10- cm ) 

' i --^__ 

С 1 -

D 0 1 

0001 ^ 
0.0001 i 

EnergyfeV) 

(8) (Л. _ Ш \2Q(R) j - + V(R, M) 1 + p2} X(R, Д + 0, 

where dM is a variable parameter. 
Note that we can f ind this parameter with a fit of the discrete spect

rum and then use the equation <8) for the calculation of the cross sec
tions of mesic atoms. 

We have considered the more complicated case for using the new 
effective mass. We have calculated the cross section of the scattering 
process 

1Щ ( t i ) + / ' - » IV ( t I ) + P 

and obtained the true treshold , 0 ° 
behaviour as on f ig. 10. For this 
example in f i g . l l , 12 wc de- 0 9 9 

monstrale also the correspon
d ing behaviour of the new effec
tive mass and the potential from 0 9 8 

the eq.(3). 

We intend now to solve the 0.97 
inverse spectral problem in two-
level adiabatic approximation 

I'ig. I I . The effective mass/i - 1 (K) of the 0.95 
mcslc molccul ppfi for J = 0 c 
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^00 10 00 
R 

lrig. 12. The effective V and adtubalic V 
potentials (if the mebic molecule ppft, 
J = 0 

for (he investigation of the new 
,ъоо effective masses of muonic 

systems. 
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THE EXPERIMENTAL POSSIBILITY OF MEASURING 
THE MAGNETIC MOMENTOF NEUTRINO 
UP TO 10"" OF BOHR MAGNETON 
WITH A NEUTRINO SOURCE 
O.A.Zaimidoroga 

ll i.s shown ih:il neutrino magnetic moment can be sensitively investigated by 
nciitrino-rleciron skittering using high intensity artiricial neutrino source. 

The invrsiigalion has been performed at the Particle Physics laboratory, 
JINK. 

Экспериментальные возможности измерения 
магнитного момента нейтрино до 10 магнетонов Бора 
от нейтринного источника 

О.А.Займидорога 

Иеелелонапии нентрнно-о.тектронного рассеяния очень чувствительны 
к вклалу рассеяния, обусловленной! магнитнь!м моментом нейтрино. По
казано, ч го магнтныи момент нейтрино может быть измерен на подземной 
установке Ворексино с помощью высокоинтенсивного искусственного ис
точника нейтрино. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории сверхвысоких лнергий ОИЯИ. 

The existence of magnetic moment of neutrino is already beyond the 
Standard Model (SM is QCD + cleclroweak theory). The leplons in SM are 
left-handed chirality. The alternative way to the SM is the generalisation of 
SM in a way to include a right-handed chirality states 11 |. This leads for 
neutrino to have a magnetic moments and it does not depend on the neutrino 
having or having not a mass. Also there are the sensitivity to i'ae type of 
neutrino: 

— Dirac neutrino has a right-handed singlets and magnetic moment 
is proportional to the mass of neutrino; 

— Majorana type of neutrino has no singlets and magnetic moment 
is equal to zero. 

There are two experimental facts which are in the favour of the ex
istence of magnetic moment of neutrino. 
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— Deficit of neutrino flux from the Sun. 
— Anticorrelation of neutrino flux with the Sun activity. 
If the solar neutrino flux is correlated with the solar cycle, the most 

viable scenarios advanced so far have built upon a large neutrino mag
netic moment. The Standard Model predicts ft t -10 ц„. For solar sce
narios, values of the order of I0~ fj„ are desired. The discovery of 
such a moment would thus clearly compel new physics beyond the SM. 
Serious theoretical efforts arc being made to explore new concepts lea
ding to a large magnetic moment combined with a small neutrino mass 
[2,3,4 |. At present, laboratory measurements limit the value of ft, less 

than 4 x 1 0 " ' V B . 
The key points for the explanation of the experimental facts arc the 

following. The passage of Dirac neutrinos with (diagonal) neutrino mag
netic moment through distances of the order of the convection zone of 
the Sun in the presence of a magnetic field can induce a spin precession 
resulting in a right-handed neutrino. Since this object is normally con
sidered sterile, hence undetectable at Honicslake, a change in the neu
trino flux would result. With a magnetic field correlated with the solar 
cycle, the neutrino flux could follow suit via this mechanism. A Majorana 
neutrino transition magnetic moment, with only off-diagonal elements, 
interacting with a solar magnetic field, converts both spin and flavor. 
This effect must therefore be considered in a coupled fashion with the 
MSW effect. 

The implications of such a scenario are: a moment - 10"" цв to
gether with a magnetic field of - 10 gauss in the convection zone of 
the Sun and a field - 106 to 10 gauss in the center of Sun are ne
cessary. This scenario is valid for Am < 1 0 - 9 eV , thus, neutrino 
mass/mixing parameters or the MSW effect play no role. 

Neutrino magnetic moments can be sensitively investigated by neu
trino-electron scattering using a strong radioactive sources of anlineu-
trinos and neutrinos. The presence of a magnetic moment adds a new 
component to the scattering cross-section. 

Weak clastic antineutrino-electron scattering is 

2 -, 

Q2 + Q r

2 ( i - J ) -Q.Q^ -(IT (o) = do 
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where dQ = 88.3 x 10 4 6 cm2; Qt = sin 2e w; Qr = j + s in 2 ^; me, mass 
of electron; T, recoil energy of electron; g, energy or antineutrino; 6w, 

1 2 2 

angle of Weinberg. For ve-scattering Q.= »•+ sin 6w and Qr= sin 6w. 

The electromagnetic cross-section is: 

where a is a fine structure constant. 
The recoil electron spectrum rises rapidly at low energies unlike the 

flat profile of weak v-c scattering, consequently, the cross-section is lar
ger, the smaller the lower cut-off on the recoil energy. Furthermore, 
the recoil spectral profile in scattering provides a diagnostic magnetic 
signature by the 1/T dependence. 

Rg.l. electromagnetic and weak cross-section as a function of recoil electron energy 
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In Fig.l the comparison of the weak and magnetic v-e scattering 
cross-section with fiv = 1.5 x 10" % f l as a function of the electron recoil 
kinetic energy T is presented. 

To detect such low energy recoil energy of electron we are going to 
use the Borexino detector at the Gran Sasso Underground Laboratories 
in Italy |5 |. The Borexino will provide a high quality low-energy neu
trino spectrometry with a low threshold <> 0.2 MeV). We plan to 
investigate antineutrino-clcclron scattering using a laboratory radioactive 
source of Sr — Y , which emits anlineulrino. The proposal to use a 
neutrino source to measure a magnetic moment of neutrino was pre
sented in Singapore XXY Conference on High Energy Physics by 
R.Ragiiavanm P.Raghavan and the author [6]. With such a source the 
low energy scattering signal in Borexino also can be calibrated. Л 
I Met Sr source placed just outside the fiducial volume of detector will 
induce a signal of the same order as a Sun. Besides that an important 
advantage of the source measurement is its differential nature (source 
«on» — source «of») so that the background concerns are peripheral. 

The shape of the neutrino speclro form Sr 1 0 -t- Y*° source 

Energy of neutrino, MeV 

I'ig.2. The neutrino spectrum from the Sr*0 - V й source. Dashed line is the activity 
after 1000 days 
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Sr™ (Тш = 28>•, £ m a x = 0.56 MeV) andY™(Г, / 2 S 64 A, ^ , + 

+ 2.27 MeV) emit 2 ve's/Sr decay at equilibrium. Both /3~-decays are 
unique forbidden types with precisely calculable shapes. The v"-spectrum 
from this source of 1 Mci is shown in Fig.2. The scattering cross-section 
averaged in the energy region 0.2 to 0.8 MeV (the usual low energy 
signal window in Borcxino) is calculated to be equal to 21x l0~ cm . 
1 Mci source (I0 , 6v7scc) placed near fiducial volume (3.5 m from center 
of Borexino) can produce a ve — signal of 72 events/day due to a weak 
interaction. With a half year's exposure, the ve — cross-section can be 
measured to a precision of a few percent. 

The presence of a magnetic moment of the order - 10"' can be 
easily detected in Borexino. 

The signal enhancement due to magnetic neutrino scattering as a 
function of fi p is shown in Fig.3. This curve indicates that with a pre
cision of a few percent of the scattering cross section, an upper limit 

Ratio C/M / weak cross-section for Sr*° + Y , D source 

Magnetic moment of neutrino, 10 Born magneton 

l'ig.3 ГиИапа'тсШ of i r scattering signal at. a fuiKtiim nf neutrino magnetic moment 
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of 2xl0~ can be set in Borexino. This value is by a factor of ten 
below the present limits. 

So, in conclusion, using a neutrino source we will be able to estimate 
an electromagnetic scattering in й'-scatiering, to put a limit for right-
handed hclicity stales of neutrino. 

From the detector's point of view the resource would allow one to 
evaluate a background, to prove a convolution method of pattern recog
nition of v-e events and to study a possible systematic errors. 
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THE PRELIMINARY STUDY OF PRESSURIZED DRIFT TUBES 
AS A DETECTOR FOR PRECISION MUON TRACKING 
G.D.AIckseev, S.A.Baranov, Yu.E.Bonushkin, G.A.Shelkov, 
B.Fialovski, G.V.Karpenko, N.N.Khovansky, Z.V.Krumstein, 
V.L.Ma!yshcv, Yu.V.Sedykh, V.V.Tokmenin 

The pressurized cylindrical drift tubes arc proposed asa detector for precision 
muon tracking. Such a detector is suitable where high individual coordinate 
accuracy (well below 100 microns) is needed and it helps to decrease remarkably 
a number of detecting layers. The preliminary results include an accuracy versus 
gas pressure dependence obtained with the system of stainless steel tubes of 
0.2 mm wall thickness, 20 mm in diameter and 40 cm long operated in the 
self-quenching streamer mode, using Ar/CH4/C4H 10-75/8/17 gas mixture. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Nuclear Problems, 
JINR. 

Изучение дрейфовых трубок повышенного давления в каче
стве точного детектора для мюонных систем 
Г.Д.Алексеев и др. 

Цилиндрические дрейфовые трубки повышенного давления предложе
ны в качестве точного детектора для мюонных систем. Такой детектор 
необходим в случае потребности в координатной точности лучше 100 мик
рон, он также позволяет значительно уменьшить число детектирующих 
слоев. Предварительные результаты включают зависимость разрешения от 
давления, полученную на системе трубок из нержавеющей стали с тол
щиной стенок 0,2 мм, 20 мм в диаметре и длиной 40 см, которые 
работали в самогасящемся стримерном режиме на газовой смеси 
Ar/CH4/CH I0-75/8/17. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории ядерных проблем ОИЯИ. 

1. Introduction 

The investigation of an accuracy versus gas pressure dependence was 
done with the system of stainless steel tubes 20 mm in diameter ope
rating in self-quenching streamer mode at different voltages. The lubes 
were exposed at the electron beam of Serpukhov accelerator. 

The main idea of the study is to measure the achievable coordinate 
accuracy with a tube of relatively large diameter. The results obtained 
with «straw» tubes 111 indicate thai with small diameter (few mm) and 
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in streamer mode of operation one can improve accuracy with pressure 
roughly as l//>. At such a diameter the statistics of primary ionization 
has an important contribution to an accuracy. With increasing diameter 
(few cm) the diffusion plays increasing role and one could try to mini
mize it varying mode of operation, readout scheme, etc. 

Coming from analogy with «straw» tubes let us call this detector 
"bamboo" lubes because of bigger diameter and more regidily. 

This detector was proposed |2,3| as a good candidate for precise 
muon tracking for spectrometers with ironless muon systems. 

The present study is performed following the J1NR research plan 
item «Development of detectors for installation to be used with future 
colliders» and as a part of common R&D of Laboratory of Nuclear Prob
lems JINR (Dubna) and Max Plank Institute (Munich) on precise muon 
tracking. 

2. Exper imental Setup 

Bamboo tubes were 40 cm long, 20 mm in diameter with stainless 
steel wall 0.2 mm thick and gold-plated tungsten wire 50 microns in 
diameter, strung with 400 g. The chamber includes 4 parallel tubes, 
1he forth one is shifted by 8 mm (fig.l). The tubes are blown in parallel 

from a common volume which also 
contains high voltage circuit. 

The measurements were done 
gg making use of very high intensities 

2*10**4 and 1*10**4 l/s per cm 
of anode wire for 10 and 15 GeV 

" electron beam, respectively. 
Tracks were selected by coinciden
ce of two scintillators and three 
unshifted tubes. XP1020 photo-
mulliplier (SI) provided good tim-

T1-T4 ing signal for start in drift time 
measurements. 

Tubes were operated in the 
self-quenching streamer mode with 
signal average amplitude ranged 

1 1 
SI 

•f •{• 

j t 

1 1 

SI S2 

•00OQ 
Tl T2 ТЗ Т4 

I'lg. 1. Layout of setup: Tl — 7'4 are «bam
boo» tubes, 51—52 arc scintillators 
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from 50 to 150 mV on 50 Ohm impedance. Current preamplifiers we 
used had the gain equal to 20. After passing 50 m long cables the 
signals from 4 tubes and timing pholomultiplier S\ were shaped (shaper 
threshold was set equal to 30 mV) and connected to the input of LeCroy 
TDC model 2228 A, which sensitivity was set equal to 170 psec/bin. 

We used gas mixture Argon/Methane/Isobulane = 75/8/17 which 
provides an average drift velocity about 45 microns/ns. 

3. Measurements and Results 

We measured a spatial resolution at absolute pressures from 1 to 
7 atm for several operation voltages (average signal amplitudes) at each 
point. 

The value (T\+T3)/2-T2 was monitored during the run, where T is 
the drift time, as well as the correlation in iimc for different pairs of 
unshifted tubes. The typical correlation plot for drift times of two lubes 
is given in Fig.2. 

Run = 203.T>pc = 1,Pressure l , ' .c!b: ]e= 2800,' le-.= 29558 

* I 0 
з 

£ 1 . 7 5 

,d 1 ' 5 

Й 1.25 

i 1. 
- • 

Z 0.75 

I 0 - 5 

5 0.25 

0. 
0 

i i 1 I 1 1 1 0. 
0 0.5 1. 1.5 10 "'' 

T2 dr i f t time (arb. units) 

l ;lg. 2. Correlation plot of drift limes tor two lubes 
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Fig. 3. Accuracy veraut drift dlalance for 3 aim (a) and 7 aim (b) 
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• 

• 

" 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
PRESSURE (ATM) 

l-'ig. 4. Average resolution versus absolute pressure 

To reject background events in off-line data processing we used simp
le algorithm: wc took 2-dimcnsional plots of time correlations between 
the tubes I and 2, I and 3, 2 and 3 (which look like in fig.2) and 
rejected all bins with content less than 10% of maximal bin content. 

The drift time-to-distance function was calculated for each meaning 
of pressure-voltage. For that wc computed the convolution of drift velo
city dependence on electric field |4 ] with field strength in cylindrical 
geometry. 

Spatial resolution Л of a single tube was obtained under assumption 
of equal accuracy of all tubes from expression: 

Л = sqrt(2/3)4(rl + r3)/2 - r2), 

where «r» is the drift distance from track to the wire. As the beam was 
quasi-parallel to the axis of setup and had a small divergence (see cor
relation plot in fig.2) we could easily produce the dependence of spatial 
accuracy on drift distance. For that purpose the drift distance along the 
radius of the tubes was cut into small «slices» and for each slice quan
tity R was computed. An example of obtained spatial resolutions for 15 
GeV electrons is presented in fig.3. 

7 175 О on о 150 
(M

 
125 

-7 

о 100 
\- 75 
о V) 
ш 50 
a: 25 

n . 
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Figure 4 shows the behaviour of coordinate accuracy (averaged over 
the tube radius) with increasing pressure for 15 GeV electrons. 

The above data (in figures 3 and 4) arc given with voltages providing 
the best (minimal) mean spatial resolution after the voltage scan at di
fferent pressures. 

We observed also a remarkable change of signal shape with pressure 
increase. The duration of signal (at 10% level of amplitude height equal 
roughly to 100 mV/50 Ohm) decreased from more than 200 ns at nor
mal pressure to less than 50 ns at 8—10 aim. Being a known pheno
menon it gives nevertheless an additional argument to the idea of pres-
surizalion as it minimizes an occupancy time per wire. 

4. Conclusion 

The spatial resolution below 100 microns was achieved with fast gas 
mixture and with tube of relatively big diameter for absolute pressures 
2 aim and above. That resolution was obtained at very high counting 
rate, close to a counting rale limit in streamer mode, so we may hope 
for even better accuracy at normal conditions. 

The resolution improves with pressure, which gives one a simple way 
to control a necessary level of coordinate accuracy of apparatus and to 
minimize the number of detecting layers. 

Note, that such type of detector was chosen for precise muon tracking 
by the ASCOT project at LHC, and is being considered as a candidate 
for muon tracking in united ASCOT/EAGLE project at LHC, and in 
GEM collaboration at SSC. We expect this results to be of importance 
to our work on development of muon systems for the future colliders. 

Further investigations are required to understand in detail the pro
cesses which influence the spatial resolution at high pressure. 

The authors arc grateful to F.Dydak of MPI (Munich) for support 
and providing a necessary equipment, and to V.Obrazlsov, V.Lapin, 
A.Pelrukhin and T.Lomtadze of IHEP (Protvino) for their help in beam 
measurements. 
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KINETIC EQUATIONS FOR THE QUARK CONDENSATE 
IN THE NJL TYPE MODELS 
M.A.Kuptsov*, A.V.Prozorkevich, S.A.Smolyanskii*, V.D.Tonccv 

In the self-coiiiiMent mean field approximation, the Vlasov type kinetic 
equation is derived within a schema lie four-fermion superconducting model of the 
\ambu — Jona — l.osinio type for an arbitrary group of internal symmetry. The 
Kguchi — Sugawara equation is generalized lo the case of finite temperature and 
density resulting in the Gin/.burg — Uinduu type equation. Perspectives of the 
implementation of these kinetic equations for describing dynamics of the meson 
evolution in heavy ion collisions at relativistic energies are discussed. 

The investigation has been performed at the laboratory of Theoretical Phy
sics, JINR and at the Saratov State University. 

Кинетические уравнения для кваркового конденсата 
в моделях типа Намбу — Иона — Лазинио 

К.А.Купцов и др. 
Н рамках схема шчеекой 4-фермиоиной сверхпроводящей модели типа 

Намбу — Иона — Ладиниохчя проипнодьиой фумпысимметрии п прибли
жении самосогласованного поля получено кинетическое урапнение Власо
ва. 11олучено гак же ураиненне типа Ландау — Гиндбурга, которое является 
обобщением уравнения I-д-учи — Су га виры на случай конечных температур 
и плошостен. Обсу ж лаются перепекшим применения этих уравнении :vw 
описания динамики днолюции мезонов при столкмоиенин тяжелых noiiou 
и области релятивистских энергий. 

Работа выполнена и Лаборатории теоретической физики ОИЯИ и Са
ра тине к ом государеiпенном университете. 

A microscopic study of Ihe dymanics of heavy-ion collisions is a central 
problem in Ihe modern relativistic nuclear physics. In the last time much 
attention has been paid to Ihe derivation of kinetic equations for describing 
Ihe evolution of hot and compressed hadronir nuclear mailer. These results 
are based mainly on the Walecka model but obtained by using a different 
technique 11 |. A procedure to derive kinetic equations (KE) is not simple 

•Physics l>eparimcn1, Saratov Suite I'niversiiy, Astrakhanskaya 83, 410071 Saratov, 
Russia 
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and, in (his connection, the non-equilibrium statistical operator method 
introduced by D.N.Zubarcv |2 | has some advantage because it permits one 
to overcome a large part of the path of deriving KE in a very general form 
wilhoulany specification of the interacting system. Recently, therelalivislic-
invariant generalization of the Zubarev method has been carried out in paper 
|3 |, where within perturbation theory (he quantum KE with collision integ
rals of the firs! and second order in the interaction coupling were obtained. 
In particular the KE for the baryonic sector of the Walecka model were 
considered and the collision integrals of the first (Vlasov's type) and second 
(Bloch's type) order were investigated in the slowly changing field appro
ximation. Spin effects have been involved inloconsideralion naturally. These 
results can be easily generalized lo other kinds of interaction with vertices of 
the 'three-tails" type and it has been done in 13 1 for the case of chiral 
symmetry theory. 

In this paper we shall take the method of ref. |3| as a starling point 
for deriving the KE of Vlasov's type for the quark condensate within 
the Nambu — Jona — Losinio (NJL) type models at finite temperature 
and density. As the first step, we consider the simplest version of the 
NJL model with the only kind of fermions and with chiral and Iransla-
lional symmetry breaking, the so-called Eguchi — Sugawara version of 
the NJL model |4]. The more realistic quark SU(N) NJL model which 
may serve as an approximation of QCD in the long-wave length limit 
will be discussed in other paper. II is noteworthy that in the original 
paper |5 I, the translation symmetry theory at zero temperature has only 
been considered. The extension of the NJL model (o the case of non
zero temperature can be find in papers |6|—19|. The Eguchi — Suga
wara model | 4 | takes into account both chiral and translational symmet
ry breaking but at zero temperature. In the present paper this version 
of the NJL type models will be extended to temperatures different from 
zero. 

The initial Lagrangian density of the NJL type model with two kinds 
of the coupling constants has the following form |4 J: 

(x) = fiyVy>. + g |(VV)2 - (V75V')2I - g' l(V7„V')2 + <&ysYny>)2 I-

In the Hartrec — Fock approximation, we get from here the Eguchi 
— Sugawara Lagrangian density 

K S 00 = 4' (*) Mv ~ «(•*) IV'. <1> 

where 
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m(x) = mslx)l + iy5m''(x) + y"m'/.v) + ynmfc) + У 5 АИ(л), 

ms(x) = -2gSn(ip(xMx)\, 

mp(x)= -2igSpys{Jix)Hx))r, 

m*(x) = (4A-' + g) Sp Y„ ( ЩхШх) ) t -

">•>) = (V - 8) st, Y5Y„ <4i*Mx) \ - ( 2 ) 

Unlike ref. |4 |, the averaging in these expressions is performed by using 
the non-equilibrium statistical operator p(i), i.e. ( . . . ) = Sp ...p(x). 
This operator introduces the local temperature T(x) in (his model. 
Equations (2) define a set of the non-equilibrium order parameters of 
the theory which are considered as a measure of the chiral symmetry 
breaking. 

Formally, the Lagrangian density (I) corresponds to the quasi-free 
motion of a particle with the translation non-invariant «mass» matrix 
m(x). According to eq.d), the quadrical equation of motion is given by 
(fn = i)f(x)/dx") 

{V2 - iy"mjx) - |y", m(.v) | V„ - m\x)} ?(*) = 0. (3) 

Following ref. | 3 | and taking into account this quasi-free motion 
equation, the general KE can be written down in the approximation (2) 
as follows 

p" —/„p (x, P) = -i Я? О Г Ч А e-'W x 

x { Щ (x + yil) xfa {x - y/2), HES1 >r. (4) 

Here the Hamiltonian HFS corresponds to the Lagrangian density (1) 
for the Eguchi — Sugawara model and f„ (x, p) is the relativistic 
Wigner function 

/ ^ (x, p) = ( 2 * Г 4 / Л e - ' w (fy (x + y/2) *a (x - y/2) \ . <*> 

Keeping (he first order terms in coupling counstants in eq.(4), one can 
get (he resulting KE of the Vlasov type in the Wigner representation, 
to be nonlocal equation for (5). In the long-wave approximation, it reads: 
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Here the order parameters (2) can be expressed through the Wigncr 
function (5) 

ma(x)-SPrafd*p /(*,/>). < 7 ) 

where the index enumerates the order parameters from the set (2). The 
matrix Г" consists of a combination of corresponding coupling constant 
and ^-matrices. So, the correlations (7) mean that the KE (6) is a 
system of nonlinear integro-differential equations for the Wigncr 
function and its zero moments. 

Discussing the final KE (6), one should note that the system under 
ionsidcration will be translalionally invariant at thermodynamical 
equilibrium. This leads to the following requirement for the equilibrium 
Wigner function p ': 

i/<°U (

2

0 )i +V<°>, i « ( 0 ) . / v i }=o . (8> 
The matrix structure of the equilibrium order parameter is defined in 
ref. |9 | : m..,. = m... I + bfty , where дц is the chemical potential cor
rection and mT is the scalar mass at finite temperature. We have 
т.. -» тж at T -» 0, where mк is the mass of a condensate boson in 
the NJL model at T = 0. The last relation for the m(m «grees with a 

general structure of the Wigncr / ' = a/ + b y" function 110 I. After 

substitution of m. 0 1 and / ^ ' into eq.(8) we get the equality a = b 
assuming b = b(p)p . Below wc shall consider a simpler case when there 
is no vector fields, which results in the zero changing of the chemical 
potential in the equilibrium state, dfi = 0. 

In this case it is possible to derive a closed system of equations for 
weakly non-equilibrium order parameters dm = m — m(oy Let us assume 

that df(x, p) = / ( * , p) —f^'{p) is also small and substitute dm and 
df(x,p) into eq.(6) restricting ourselves by linear terms for small 
deviations from an equilibrium state. After carrying out the Fourier 
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transformation, we arrive at the following system of equations for non-
equilibrium order parameters: 

dma(k) = ~ Sp f <i4l> y k 4 V ( 0 ) 0»). №«(*). ky)) -

- {fm(p), |d*(A). PY1} - \ I* 'JLJ^1< \d™W> РУ\\-

- mr [k ^ i , Om(k)} - lmT 1-Я /<%,) |). ( 9 ) 

These equations can be considered as a certain analogy of the gap 
equations for the non-equilibrium slate. 

The initial model Lagrangian is independent of internal symmetry of 
fields involved. So, (he KE (6) and (9) based on this Lagrangian are 
valid for any SU(N) version of the NJL model, in this sense the above-
derived KE (6) and (9) can be considered as generalized KE. In 
particular, the vector meson degrees of freedom in (x) may be 
eliminated by the Fierz transformation. 

The Vlasov type KE (6) is reasonable in the self-consistent field 
approximation, h is not very hard to get the collision integral of the 
Bloch type to be second order in the coupling constant (see ref. |3 | ) . It 
is noteworthy that in this case a quasiparlicle scattering should be 
expressed in_ terms of «residual» interaction, i.e. Jor the Lagrangian 

. = . - ччпч\ BY constructing m, we have ( . ). in the Har-
in in Y * a ч т 'in 

tree — Fock approximation. 
In this sense, a free motion is not yet a foundation of the perturbation 

theory in the NJL type models. However, it does be so when considered 
with the Uigrangian density (1). In this case the mass shell equation 
is given by /> = m1.. and depends on 7"(.v). 

Eq.(6) describes the kinetic stage of the system evolution when a fast 
motion is eliminated from consideration. However, the exact equation 
of motion for the Wigner function (5) can be derived by means of the 
method of ref.|ll |. In the Hartree — Fock approximation for (1), it 
results in the following equation: 

y"(""+ ifyf (x'p) = cxp (" ̂  ̂ ~ ̂  ™ ( J ° f (x-p)- ('0> 

The sign (m) means that the operator d/O.r". acts only on the matrix 
»i(.v). It is of interest that eq.(10) may serve as a basis for deriving a 
closed system of wave equations in fields (7). These equations are a 
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straightforward generalization of the Eguchi — Sugawara wave equations 
for the case of finite temperature. In the limiting case н -» 0 and 
T -» 0 we have fir-*ftK and our equation of the Ginzburg — Landau 

type is reduced to that of ref. |4[. 
Eqs.(6), (9) and (10) may be used for extracting the information of 

various kinds about a meson subsystem of nuclear matter. So, their 
solution for the Wigncr function can provide the canonical kinetic des
cription of «bozonized» quark systems (as well as hydrodynamical 
description, problems of the proper frequency and decrement constants 
etc.). Parlicularity of this description is the presence of the order 
parameters m(.x). In some cases, it is possible to write down a closed 
system of equations for bosonic degrees of freedom without any refer
ence to a fermionic subsystem. Therefore, eqs.(6), (9) and (10) seem 
to be quite promising for the description of dynamical phase transition 
of the chiral symmetry restoration in a bosonic subsystem and for the 
study of meson properties in hot and dense nuclear matter. 
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THE OBSERVATION OF THE HEAVY STABLE 
POSITIVELY CHARGED H + (S= -2 ) DIBARYON 
B.A.Shahbazian, T.A.Volokhovskaya, A.S.Marlynov 

Wc have succeeded in observing an event which is unambiguously interpreted 
as the weak decay of the heavy stable posilivcly charged H+ ( 5 = - 2 ) dibaryon. 
Its mass, equal in My,* = (2377.5 ± 9.5) MeV/c J is in fair agreement with the 
masses of the two heavy stable (S= - 2 ) neutral dibaryons, (2408.9 ± 11.2) and 
(23S4.9 ± 31.0) MeV/c 2 , recently found. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of High Energies, 
JINK. 

Наблюдение тяжелого стабильного, 
положительно заряженного Н+ (5= -2)дибариона 

Б.А.Шахбазян, Т.А.Волоховская, А.С.Мартынов 
11ам удалось обнаружить событие, которое однозначно интерпретиру

ется как слабый распад тяжелого стабильного, положительно заряженного 
W+(S= - 2 ) дибариона. Масса его, равная М^* = (2377,5 ± 9,5) МэВ/с 2 , 
находится в хорошем согласии с массами двух недавно найденных тяжелых 
стабильных ( 5 = — 2 ) нейтральных дибарионов, ( 2 4 0 8 , 9 + 1 1 , 2 ) и 
(2384,9 ± 31,0) МяВ/с 2 . 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории высоких энергий ОИЯИ. 

Recently we have reported 11,2,31 on two events, found on photographs 
of the JINR 2m propane bubble chamber exposed to 10 GeV/c proton beam 
of the Synchrophasotron, which were interpreted as the production and weak 
decays of the heavy neutral stable H(S= - 2 ) dibaryons of masses 
(2408.9 ± 11.2) and (2384.9 + 31.0) MeV/c 2, coinciding with each other 
within the limits of errors. Moreover, the masses of these two events are very 
close to the lowest state of S= - 2 dibaryons, / = I, J л = 0 + , {f} = {10*} 
stable with respect to strong decays of a mass 2370 MeV/c , predicted by the 
Callan — Klebanov — Kunz — Mulders soliton Skyrme-like model |4 ]. 

Fortunately, the propane bubble chamber technique makes it possible 
to search for all the three charge triplet components simultaneously, via 
weak decay modes 
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H+ - Р +^Л, Л - р + я~ 
р + А + л°, ^ А-+р + л~ 
р+А + л++л~, Л-»/) + л~ 
р + р + К~, 

Н -»/> + 2 ~ , 1Г — п+л~ 
Н~ -*р + А + л~ + л~, Л - » Р + л~ 

(I) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) etc. 
(5) 
(6) etc. 

Therefore we have started with the search for the charged heavy 
stable dibaryons in the sample of events, compatible with the 
topologies (!) — (4). 

\ 

V 
v. 

- - c . 

'J The Tl* dibaryon suffering weak decay II* -»p + Л + л", Л -» p + л" 
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On the 10th of January 1992 a noteworthy event was found in this 
sample (Figure). A beam proton produces a four-prong star of a total 
electric charge Q = + 4. The most intr iguing in this star is the black 
kinked track. The appearance of its first part. 1.14 cm long, situated 
between the star and the kink — vertices, suggests that it is due to a 
very slow heavily ionizing positively charged massive particle, suffering 
violent scattering in propane. The second part is certainly due to a slow 

nroton. /; - (261.5 ± 5 . 7 ) MeV/c , which stops in propane. A slow V -

particle is clearly seen near the star. The black track of the positively 
charged decay particle is due to a slow prolon of /> =• (259.7 ± 

5.8) M e \ 7 c momentum, which stops in propane. The second decay track 
is due to a slow negative pion of /J - = - (100.8 ± 2.2) MeV/c , which 

also slops in propane, is captured by a carbon nucleus, which dc-exci-

tales, evaporating two short-range protons. Thus, the V can be due 
to the weak decay of a lambda-hyperon only. Indeed, the invariant mass 

of the (/>, л ) pair is (1114.5 ± 1.5) MeV'/c . The hypothesis on emis
sion of this lambda from the primary interaction vertex fails to fit the 
event with / ' ( I V - 3 C) = 50.4. This negative result is due to a large 
noiicoplanarity angle, >/ = (0.36312 ± 0.03254) radians, formed by the 
supposed line of f l ight , connecting the interaction and decay vertices, 
with the decay plane. Contrary !o this, the hypothesis on emission of 
the lambda hyperon from the kink-vertex fits well the event with 
; r 2 U V —ЛС) = 2.92, C.L.= 40.5%, />s = (263.4 ± 6.1) MeV/c . The pro
ton and negative pion transversal momenta /) = (97.4 ± 4.5) and 
/i . = - (98.2 ± 5.0) MeV/c coincide within the limits of errors. 

Thus there arized the problem of the identif ication of the very slow 
massive particle able to produce two baryons, a lambda hyperon and a 
proton, at least. It should be noted that the best measurement of its 
momentum for the prolon hypothesis was performed wi th a relative error 
of 8 0 % . There are measurements, also with large errors, ascribing ne
gative charge to the panicle, e.g. pK- = - (101.7 ± 98.6) MeV/c for 

the A'~-hypolhesis. Therefore we had to examine al l possible imitat ing 
reactions induced by both positively and negatively charged panicles. 

(i> Of all very slow positively charged particles only the S + hyperon 
is able to create a lambda hyperon and a proton. The hypothesis on 
the reaction sequence £ + n -» Л + />, Л -» р + л' failed to fit the 
event with ;f (2V - 6C) = 645.8. Here one has only two unmeasurable 
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parameters, the Л and S + momenta. There were no (2V—4C> fits for 
the hypotheses on the reaction sequences I + + n -» p + Л + л°. 
Л -* p + л~ and I + + (2м) -» p + Л + n, A - p + л~, М(2п) = 2Мп, as 
well. 

(ii) No successful (2V—4C) fits of the reactions 

K~ + (2/)) -p + А+л°, A - p + л~, M(2/J) = 2Mp 

K" + (2/w) -• /> + Л + У / Д 0 , Л -*p + л', М(2рп) = 2M + Mn 

X" + (2/J) -» /> + Л + Л/°/Д°, А-*р + л~, M{2p) + 2М 
have been obtained. By Лг and Д the neutron and all known 
neutral N- and Д-baryons are meant. 

(iii) The only alternative remains the hypothesis on weak decay mo
des of a positively charged stable dibaryon. The hypothesis on two-body 
weak decays H+ -* p + A, A -» p + л~ failed to fit the event with 

Z

2 (2V-6C) = 95.9. 
Only the hypothesis on the three-body weak decay / / + -»/> + 

+ Л + л 0 , Л-* / )+л" fits well the event with *2(2V—3C> = 3.24, 
C.L. = 35.6%.The best-fit parameters are: M~* = (2377.5 ± 
±9.5) McV/c2, р й * = (50.0 ± 40,6) McV/c, \gar{+ = 0.47661 ± 
± 0.27837, р^ = (1.93508 ± 0.12774) radians. Here ayf* and /?;-,• 
are the dip and azimuthal angles, respectively. The large errors are due 
lo the violent scattering of H+ in propane. 

Finally, one cannot exclude that the weak decay H+ -»p + A + л 
took place at rest. In this case one is deprived of the possibility of 
performing the kinematical fit except the (1V-3C) fit on Л-*/) + л~ 
hypothesis. Then, using the fitted parameters of the lambda and four 
constraint equations, one can compute the mass of the H+ dibaryon 
and the three components of the neutral pion momentum. The mass 
obtained in this way, Mr.* = 2378.2 MeV/c is in excellent agreement 
with the above cited value. 

Our attempts lo perform exclusive multiverlex kinematical analysis of 
the production (both on a proton and multibaryon targets) and the weak 
decay of the H+, were not successful. We ascribe this failure lo Ihe 
obscuring effect of Ihe nuclear cascade process. In the recent article |3 I 
we arrived at Ihe conclusion, that both the heavy (M„ ~ 2My) and light 
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(Л/. < 1М.) dibaryons with (he accompanying two kaons of S = +1 
strangeness have appeared as a result of the phase transition of the 
nonstrange quark-gluon plasma (QGP) formed in the moment of the 
collision of 10 GeV/c protons with carbon nuclei. Thus the stable di
baryons serve as signatures of the QGP. 

This new mechanism of the stable dibaryon formation fits well our 
empirical hypercharge selection rule: «The hypercharge of free hadrons 
(the exotic ones including) cannot exceed unity: У < I» ( |5 | and the 
earlier papers cited therein). 

Now, it should be noted, that the quite unsufficient precision of the 
contemporary methods of the time interval measurement (Д( = 
= 9.11 ~ " s) do not permit one to discriminate the creation of the 

H ( - I0~ 2 2 s ) against the substantial background of K+-mesons pro
duced together with hypcrons or antikaons in nuclear cascade processes 
( - 1СГ 2 2 sec). This circumstance depreciates the tagging by the 
Л " -» К+ strangeness exchange (Д S = +2) process, used in the expe
riments |6,7 |. Therefore the reliable identification of the weak decay 
of the stable dibaryons H, H+, H, H~ — turns into a problem of 
paramount importance. The urgency of this statement becomes quite evi
dent for the production of dibaryons via phase transition mechanism, 
for the realization of which the collisions of relativistic ions with nuclei 
are best suited. But the backgrounds of any kinds, the K+ mesons inclu
ding, due lo nuclear cascade and fragmentation processes arc the highest 
possible ones in this case, as well. Therefore we are doomed to scru
pulous multiverlex kincmatical analysis of a candidate for stable diba
ryon weak decay observed, like the one, developed in (1,2,31 and this 
article. And the more dense is the material of the detector used (pro
pane, fibre scintillators, nuclear emulsions), the more imperative is the 
necessity of such an analysis, irrespective of the projectile used. 

Thus wc have succeeded in observing an event of weak decay of a 
heavy stable positively charged dibaryon, H+•* p + A + я, 
A - P + л " , of a mass Mjj* = (2377.5 ± 9.5) MeV/c 2. This value within 
the iimits of errors coincides with the masses of two neutral heavy di
baryons (2408.9+ 11.2) |21 and (2384.9 + 31.0) MeV/c 2 [3|, observed 
earlier. For the present, al the cited errors one cannot speak of 
electromagnetic mass splitting. The mass, averaged over the three 
events, is (2390.4+ 17.2) McV/c 2, i.e. ~1MT The formally estimated 

effective cross section of the H+ production in p С collisions at 
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10 GeV/c is 100 nb. The lime of flight before Ihe weak decay of the 
H+ is 1.8-10 - 9 s. 

Of all H+ weak decay modes <D—<4) the simplest topology belongs 
to the mode (4). Note, that within the limits of errors Mjf* = MK- + 
+ 2M . Then the laboratory prolon and /("-meson momenta are p = 
= M„ФУ)Н+ and pK- = MK- (fly)^*. The weak decay via this mode 
would look out as a narrow trident with the radius of curvature of the 
K~ trajectory in a magnetic field equal lo RK- - (MK-lM ) R . 

Perhaps this decay mode is besi suited for the counter experiments 
with live targets. But even in this case for an unambiguous identification 
of the H+ one needs for cither (IV—3C) or (2V—4C) kinematical ana
lysis, depending on coordinates (Ihe K~ momentum) of the K~ decay 
vertex. The search for Я, # + , Н, tf~-dibaryons is in progress. 
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